Lang Co - most beautiful bays in the world
Lang Co (belong Thua Thien Hue) has officially become one of the most beautiful
bays in the world. Certificate presentation ceremony held at City Setubal – Portugal,
within the framework of the Summit, the fifth with the theme “Oceans connect us.”
Together with Ha Long bay and Nha Trang bay, Lang Co is the gulf’s third Vietnam
became a member of a club of the world’s most beautiful bays (the club has 30
members of the gulf, including 3 bay of Vietnam).
Lang Co town, Phu Loc district (Thua Thien Hue) is a potentially rich land by natural
beauty. Hai Van mountain pass, specifically the young green, mountains stretching
into the close to the edge sea. Below is a flat Lang Co beach, almost pristine, blue
water. Previously, it was known as Lang Co as stop of visitors before crossing the
pass, with several sequences of rice, a few selling points dried seafood. Since the
Hai Van tunnel was constructed, the new town of Lang Co becomes more robust.
The advantages of this potentially rich land began to be exploited.
Lang Co tourism area has formed over a wider area of 10,000m with 60 guest rooms
as villas overlooking the sea, catering, entertainment, recreation, sports, meeting
international standard four-star hotels in Hue and have the same advantage of being
close to 1A National Highway, Hai Van tunnel and the Chan May deep water port
about 8 km.
After the Hai Van Tunnel was put into use, the units also travel here combines open
tour for tourists visiting Hue Hai Van tunnel, shopping in Da Nang and back out
overnight at the Lang Co before she returned to Hue is very attractive. In the future,
Lang Co resort may development tourism, tourist scenic Hai Van mountain pass to
avoid monotony in each tour, tourist routes, not just a tourist beach to attract large
foreign tourists who have Vietnam visa to the land rich potential.
Look away, the town of Lang Co also have lagoon with Lap An lagoon spread in the
area, with rich flora and fauna. Fishermen here is very active in introducing new
trades in the lagoon to increase the value of income in the same unit area, such as
sweet snail, green mussel, Gio fish, special products of high economic value such as
grouper, snapper. This also means that as a basis for logistic services for tourism
development.
Visit the Bai Tho hats village - beautiful culture of Hue people
When to talk the the Hue girl image, people do not forget the Vietnam violet orient
robe with beautiful white conical hats (hats bring the good poem usually call Bai Tho
hat), cover tilt in the sun. There, contains both a silhouette of the country, although
everyone is trying to go far back. Thus, in many places beautiful and poetic of Hue,
who traveled to this place do not forget to visit the Bai Tho Tay Ho conical hats
village, to see firsthand the charming hat was born from the skilled hands people’s of
ancient capital.
Tay Ho village is located on the Nhu Y river in Phu Ho, Phu Vang district, Thua Thien
Hue province. Do not ever know itself, the village began to make Bai Tho hats.

People only know that through many vicissitudes history hat making is the job, is to
follow the career of many generations of Tay Ho village.
Raw materials for making a Bai Tho hats is simple, just call coconut leaves and palm
leaf. For a light and beautiful hat, one must perform about 15 stages from the forest
picking up the leaves, then drying the leaves, opening, ironing, select leaves,
building pad ring, run hat with big thread, cut sheets, cutting yarn… To get the
beautiful leaves, people usually choose young leaves on the forest (the Bo Qui Diep
tree) with blue light, then take the overnight frost exposure to tobacco softened.
Next, we ironed leaves, prepare frame to run hat with big thread. This framework
includes six trees make side the main, based on the layout that we were picked 16
bamboo frame winding to create cone.
When making Bai Tho hat, people only two classes leaves, in between are the
landscapes and the good poetry. For more durable one liners add a layer of Dot
leaves. Finally, cut the leaves excess, making straps and spread a thin layer of oil
paint to waterproof.
Bai Tho hat of Hue simple but it brought in a heart, a love homeland, went gently into
poetry:
” White orient robe but to find you can not see
Bring some sunshine presenting rhythm Truong Tien bridge
Hats are Hue, but life is not so
Sunrise from your hat tilted “
Pictures of cute little girls in orient robe coloring violet, bring Bai Tho hat, gentle on
the streets of Hue has left so many emotions for people to land this ancient capital.
At this point, you not only enjoy the atmosphere of the ancient citadel castle, enjoy
the delicious dishes, but also feel a Hue soul contained in each Bai Tho hats
merging lullabies on poetic Huong Giang river.

